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Right from the gun Team Stanford
dominates the lead pack. L-R Gavin
Thompson (91) Richard Kiplagat
(140) Ian Dobson (230)
Adam
Teneforde (244) Ryan Hall (234)
Westly Keating (263) and Alistair
Cragg.
Stanford's Grant Robison
and Louis Luchini run a stride
behind their teammates.
Running in freezing conditions,
Luchini explains Stanford's strategy,
"Our plan was to stay together
through 7K. There was no real
difference between this year and
last year. but because our whole
group was running at a high level
we were able to be at the front."
While six of Stanford's harriers
ran on last year's team, first-year
coach Andy Gerard stepped in for
the departed Vin Lananna with
great results.

S TANFORD S CORES H ISTORIC W IN
R ITZENHEIN W ILLS A V ICTORY
Stanford's group of veteran harriers defended
their 2002 team title with one of the most
impressive performances in the history of the
NCAA Championships. Ryan Hall and Ian Dobson
led Team Stanford from the opening kilometer,
running at the front of the lead pack with Grant
Robison, Louis Luchini, Adam Teneforde and Don
Sage following their pace. These six runners
remained together through 7K, and all six finished
in the top 13, netting a team score of 24 points
and a record 150 point margin of victory over
second place Wisconsin.
Dathan Ritzenhein was the only runner in the
field to escape Stanford's domination as he broke
up the large lead pack with a strong acceleration
at 7K. When Ryan Hall surged back into the lead in
the final the kilometer, the Ritz dug deep and
summoned a sprint 400 meters from the finish
that sent him past Hall to claim the individual title.
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